Double 90° Outside Corner for 9” (230 mm) Setback Walls

Short Block Requirements
(1) 9” (230 mm) Setback Short block on the 2nd row
(2) 9” (230 mm) Setback Short block on the 3rd row
(3) 9” (230 mm) Setback Short block on the 4th row
(1) Additional 9” (230 mm) Setback Short block for every additional row to the top of the wall

1st Row Installation

Freestanding Corner Top block (Typical)

Alternate long and short face of Freestanding Corner Top block on either end of row for proper spacing (Typical)

Untextured top of block and stone infill between adjacent blocks will be visible (Typical)

9” (230 mm) Setback 27 3/4” (695 mm) Short block (Typical)

2nd Row Installation

9” (230 mm) Setback block with 7 1/2” (190 mm) diameter knobs (Typical)

3rd Row Installation

Recess pocket and lifting insert may be visible Options: Fill with tinted mortar or use custom blocks without top lifter if desired (Typical)

Stagger Short block spacing as needed to help maintain running bond installation pattern as close as possible

4th Row Installation

This drawing is for reference only. Determination of the suitability and/or manner of use of any details contained in this document is the sole responsibility of the design engineer of record. Final project designs, including all construction details, shall be prepared by a licensed professional engineer using the actual conditions of the proposed site.